Abstract. An /-group will be denoted by the pair (G, P), where G is the group and P is the positive cone. The cone Q is an essential extension of P if every convex /-subgroup of (G, Q) is a convex /-subgroup of (G, P). Q is very essential over P if it is essential over P and for each O^x e G and each ß-value D of x, there is a unique .P-value C of x containing D. We seek conditions which are preserved by essential extensions; normal valuedness and the existence of a finite basis are so preserved.
Introduction. The theory presented here grew out of an attempt to answer some of the questions raised in [7] . In that paper we defined the notions of essential and very essential extensions of lattice cones (henceforth: /-cones). In this work we investigate the following : we wish to know which properties of /-groups are preserved by essential extensions ( §2); then we look for conditions which imply that an /-cone has no proper very essential extensions ( §3).
It is shown in [7] that representability and finite valuedness of /-groups are both preserved by essential extensions. We prove in this paper that normal valuedness is preserved. With certain restrictions on the type of essential extensions, we can show that lateral completeness and local representability (defined in §2) are preserved also. We give an example to show property (F) and the existence of a basis are not preserved.
An essential extension Q of P is c-essential if every g-closed convex /-subgroup of (G, Q) is T'-closed. In §3 we consider /-groups which have the following property: for each pair of disjoint special elements a and b there is an x e G such that ax = -x + a + x and b are comparable ; for any such x and «=l,2,...,a = anx or else a A an* 1. Preliminaries and definitions. Throughout, let (G, P) denote an /-group, where G is the group and P is the positive cone. In general we shall use the same notation and terminology of [7] , notably: ^(P) denotes the lattice of convex /-subgroups of (G, P) . M e ^(P) is regular if it is maximal in ^(P) with respect to not containing some element g eG. â((P) will denote the set of regular subgroups of 'ë'(P). It is well known that 0t(P) is a root system [4] ; that is, no two incomparable regular subgroups have a common lower bound in 3/t(P). A regular subgroup A/is a value of xe Gif M is maximal without x. If M=f\{Ce #(P) : C=>Af} then Af =>M and x e M\M; obviously Af covers Af. If M is normal in Af then M/M is an archimedean o-group and hence o-isomorphic to a subgroup of the real numbers. A subgroup B e 1>(P) is prime if aAPb=0 implies that ae B or be B; a regular subgroup is always prime [4] . (G, P) is finite valued if every nonzero element of G has at most a finite number of values. This is equivalent to saying that each M e0t(P) is special [4] ; that is, Af is the value of an element y having only one value. (The element v itself is called special.) It is proved in [4] that a nonzero element g is finite valued if and only if g can be written as a sum of special elements g=gy + ■ ■ ■ +gn, such that \gt\ AP \g¡\ =0 for i+j.
An /-group (G, P) is completely distributive if the most general distributive law relative to meet and join in G holds. Byrd and Lloyd have shown in [1] that (G, P) is completely distributive if and only if every nonzero element of G has a closed value. (C e 'tS(P) is closed if C is closed under all existing joins and meets.)
An /-cone g extends P if g2P; g is an essential extension of P if^(Q)s^(P) (we also say g is essential over P). The following two results are crucial in the development of our theory.
1.1 Lemma [7] . If Q is essential over P then for each 0/xeG and each Q-value D of x, there is a P-value C of x that contains D and no other Q-value ofx.
1.2 Theorem [7] . An extension Q of P is essential over P if and only if each xe Q is archimedean equivalent to xp~ =x v>0 relative to g. (Two positive elements a and b are archimedean equivalent if there exist positive integers m and n such that ma^tb andnb^a; notation: a~b.)
An essential extension Q of P is very essential over P if for each 0#xeG and each g-value D of x there is exactly one P-value C of x that contains D. This is equivalent to saying that for each 0 / x e Q and each ß-value D of x we have D + x = D + x£ [7, Theorem 1.3] .
Let (G,P) be an /-group; for a, beP we write a«b if na<b for all n = l, 2,.... We say that a is infinitely small relative to b. The /-group (G, P) is normal valued if each regular subgroup D of G is normal in D. We get the following corollary.
1.3.1 Corollary [7] . Let Q be a very essential extension of P. Then, for each xe Q\0, Xp =( -x)VpO-tKXp. Conversely, if Q extends P and (G, Q) is normal valued and Xp«Xp for each O^xeQ then Q is very essential over P. (Both inequalities here are taken relative to Q.)
Finally if S is any subset of the group G, <£> denotes the subgroup generated by S.
2. c-essential extensions and hereditary properties of /-cones. A property of an /-group is said to be hereditary if it is preserved by all essential extensions of the cone. A property O is universally hereditary if it is preserved by any essential extension of the /-cone of each /-group possessing property 0. It is shown in [7] that representability of an /-group is universally hereditary. (Recall that an /-group (G, P) is said to be representable if it can be embedded as an /-subgroup of a cardinal product of o-groups.) Proposition 1.13 in [7] states that complete distributivity is universally hereditary ; the proof given there is not valid however. That argument does show that if (G, P) is normal valued then complete distributivity is hereditary. Our first result in this section shows that normal valuedness itself is universally hereditary. We shall use a result of Wolfenstein [8, Theorem 3] which says among other things that (G, P) is normal valued if and only if A + B=B+A for all A, B e <#(P).
2.1 Proposition. If (G,P) is a normal valued l-group and Q is an essential extension ofP then (G, Q) is normal valued.
Proof. Let A, B e ^(Q); since Q is essential over P we have ^(Q) contained in (P), and so A + B=B+A since (G, P) is normal valued. The next theorem is a generalization of Theorem 1.12 in [7] and gives a partial converse to the previous result.
2.2 Theorem. Let (G, P) be an l-group, Q be a very essential extension ofP such that (G, Q) is normal valued l-group. Then every nonzero element of G has a normal P-value.
Proof. Let D e 0t(Q) and 0<x e D\D (rel. P). Let C, be the unique P-value of x that contains D. Define a map r¡ : ¿%(Q) -> ¡%(P) by C, = D-n ; we must show this map is well defined. So let 0<y e D\D (rel. P) and C2 be the P-value of y that contains D. First of all, C, and C2 must be comparable (the proof of this fact is identical to the one in the proof of 1.12 in [7] ). So suppose that C,<=C2; since D [April is normal in D we may assume (by taking a suitable multiple) that D+x> D+y. Thus, for some O^deDnP, d+x>y (rel. g); notice that Ci is still a P-value of d+x. The assumption that Cl'^C2 excludes that d+x^y (rel. P), and of course d+x<y (rel. P) is impossible. Therefore, if a = (d+x) APy and y'=y-a and x' = (d+ x) -a, then 0#x',/e? and x' APy = 0. This implies that x' AQy'«x' V0 v' (rel. g) [7, Corollary 1.1.3] ; hence v«tf+x (rel. g). There are two cases to consider: I. ae D; then Z) + v«2J>+c2+x=D4-x relative to g in D/D, which is absurd. II. ae D\D; since c/+xe C2 (because C-j<=-C2), it follows that ae C2. But then C2 is a P-value of y'=y-a, so in particular y -a$ C2 and hence not in D. Thus D^D+y'«D + x' (rel. g), once again a contradiction. Conclusion. C^C2, and by symmetry C2d:Ci; hence Ci = C2. This establishes that the map r¡ is indeed well defined.
Next, let C= Dr¡; then C n D = D by the definition of t¡, because 0<x e D\D (rel. P) implies that x 6 C\C. We also get that DçC. Now <25 u C> is a convex /-subgroup of (G,P) contained in C, and it contains C properly; therefore C= <2) u C>. Then, as in the proof of 1.12 in [7] one shows that C+d=d+C for all de D, proving that D + C=C+D = (D\J C> = C and finally that C is normal in C. Moreover,
This proves the theorem since every nonzero element of G has a P-value in the image of ¡%(Q) under t?.
Remark. The map 17 defined above is 1-1 and 77_1 preserves order. We show two things:
(1) With Du D2e0ê(Q) and 2>i||2)2 it follows that D^D^. For we can pick c,de g\0 such that cAQc2=0, ce 2J>i\2)2, de D2\2)i and also ce D2 while de Du Take a=cP and bedP ; then relative to g, a~c and ¿~c2, so that Z>j (resp. 2)2) is a g-value of b (resp. a). In addition aAPb = 0, consequently D^||2)2tj, since 2)117 and Z)2t? are P-values of ¿> and a respectively. Recall that an /-group (G, P) is representable if and only if a e P and a AP ax=0 for some xe G imply that a=0 [6, Theorem 1.8]. (Of course, a*= -x+a + x!) As an aside on Theorem 2.2 we can give the following characterization of representability, which improves on Proposition 1.11 in [7] .
2.3 Theorem. The following statements about the l-group (G,P) are equivalent:
(i) (G, P) is representable; (ii) P is the meet of total very essential extensions; (iii) P is the meet of total orders; (iv) P is the meet ofl-cones Qx such that each (G, gA) is representable.
Proof. It is proved in Theorem 1.5 of [7] that (i) implies (ii); that (ii) implies (iii) is trivial, (iii) obviously implies (iv) and since (i) implies (iii), (iv) also implies (iii). Finally, suppose (iii) holds; take aePand assume a APax = 0for some xe G. There is a total order Q1 (resp. Q2) which extends P and such that a<ax relative to Q, (resp. ax <a relative to Q2). Thence
Thus if we take any total order Q which extends P then one of the above string of inequalities must hold.
Consider the element b = a -ax + a2x ; be Q for each total order Q extending P. On the other hand, b= -ax+(a + a2x), since aAPa* = 0; also a2x APax = 0 and so ax AP(a+a2x) = 0. Therefore b$P; this is a contradiction unless a = 0. We conclude then that (G, P) is representable, and the theorem has been proved.
An essential extension Q of P is called c-essential if every closed convex /-subgroup of (G, Q) is also closed in (G, P). Q is very c-essential over P if Q is a very essential extension of P which is also c-essential over P. (We will consider some implications of this restriction at the end of this section.) A property <P of an /-group (G, P) is c-hereditary if each c-essential extension of P has property i>. The property 0 is universally c-hereditary if it is preserved by any c-essential extension of each /-group having property <I>.
An /-group (G, P) is said to satisfy the local representation property if each nonzero element g in P can be written as the join of special elements which are pairwise disjoint. Conrad has shown this is equivalent to saying that the subset S?iP) of special regular subgroups is plenary [5] . (A subset 9t^^(P) is plenary if (1) H ^=0 and (2) 9t is a dual ideal; that is, if M e 91 and Af £ D e 9t(P) then Deal.)
2.4 Proposition. The local representation property is universally c-hereditary.
Proof. Let (G, P) be an /-group with the local representation property, and Q be a c-essential extension of P. The set £^(P) of special regular subgroups is plenary, and hence [8, Theorem 3] (G, P) is normal valued. Also each special regular subgroup is essential and therefore closed [2, Proposition 4 .1]; so (G, P) is completely distributive. Consequently, (G, Q) is completely distributive since this property is hereditary for normal valued /-groups. According to Theorem 3.4 of [1] 9t(Q) has a plenary subset consisting of g-closed subgroups. Pick any closed, regular subgroup of (G, Q), say D; it is P-closed by our assumption. Now, suppose D is a value of a e P, and write a=\/P a¡ (i e 7) as a join of pairwise P-disjoint, P-special elements. Certainly each a¡ g D by convexity and since D is P-closed some a,$ D; therefore D is g-special.
The above argument shows every closed, regular subgroup of (G, Q) is special, and so S?iQ) is a plenary subset of 9t(Q). This proves that (G, Q) has the local representation property.
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[April An /-group (G, P) is laterally complete if every set of pairwise disjoint elements has a least upper bound.
2.5 Theorem. If (G, P) is laterally complete and g is a c-essential extension of P such that (G, g) is completely distributive, then (G, g) is also laterally complete.
Proof. Let {a, : ie 1} be a family of g-positive elements which are pairwise g-disjoint. For each i e I, let bt = iat)P and c, = iat)P . Since g is essential over P, ¿,~a, (rel. g), for all i e I, and so ¿>, Ao/V, = 0 for i^j. This implies that the b¡ are mutually P-disjoint, and hence b = \J Pbi exists. Since è, ^c, (rel. g), for all i el, it follows that the c, are also pairwise g-disjoint and therefore P-disjoint; again c=\/p Ci exists.
We claim b=\JQbi and c = \ZqC¡. Clearly è^è, (rel. g) for each i el; take y^b¡ (rel. g) for all i el. (G, g) is completely distributive, so pick a g-closed g-value of b-y, say M.\f be M then M+b-y=M-y< M ; if b$ M then since Af is also P-closed, some b¡ $ M. If i#y' then b{e M because Af is g-prime and Z>, is disjoint to b¡. Therefore M+b-y=M+b¡-y<M.
Consequently, y^b (rel. g) proving b = \J$ b¡; similarly c=\/Q c¡. Let iG,P) be a normal valued l-group which is completely distributive. Then lateral completeness is c-her editar y.
Proof. Since (G, P) is normal valued, complete distributivity is hereditary. The following remark shows that at least in the context of finite valued /-groups there is no difference between essential and c-essential extensions.
2.6 Proposition. Let {G,P) be a finite valued l-group. Every convex l-subgroup of{G,P) is closed.
Proof. First, every regular subgroup is special and hence closed. But every convex /-subgroup is the meet of regular subgroups, all of which are closed. Therefore every convex /-subgroup must be closed.
Corollary.
IfiG, P) is a finite valued l-group, then every essential extension of P is c-essential.
An element x>0 in an /-group (G, P) is basic if {geG:0^g^x} is a chain. A basis for (G, P) is a maximum set of pairwise disjoint elements each of which is basic. An /-group has a finite basis if and only if every set of pairwise disjoint elements is finite [3, Corollary I to Theorem 5.2] . We point out that an /-group has a finite basis if and only if it is finite valued and laterally complete. (Necessity is obvious, and if (G, P) is both finite valued and laterally complete, then a set of pairwise disjoint elements cannot have more than a finite number of elements.) We therefore get 2.6.2 Corollary.
The property of having a finite basis is universally hereditary.
Proof. Finite valuedness is universally hereditary, and in the context of finite valued /-groups (which are completely distributive) lateral completeness is also hereditary in view of Theorem 2.5 and Corollary 2.6.1.
We now give an example of properties that are not preserved by essential extensions. An /-group (G, P) has property (F) if no positive element of G exceeds an infinite set of pairwise disjoint elements. An /-group with property (F) has a basis [3, Theorem 5.2] .
Let (G, P) = R ES Tí EB R -■ ■ ; that is, G is the restricted sum of countably many copies of the reals and P is the pointwise ordering on G. It is evident that (G, P) has property (F). Let Q be the lattice order induced on G by the following order of the natural numbers. In other words, x e Q if and only if its maximal nonzero components relative to the above order are positive. It is clear that (G, Q) has no basic elements and from Proposition 2.5 in [7] it follows that Q is a very essential extension of P. But since (G, Q) has no basis it cannot satisfy property (F). Thus property (F) is not hereditary for (G, P); neither is the property of having a basis. Notice also that since (G, P) is finite valued, these properties are not c-hereditary either.
Let (G, P) be an /-group satisfying the local representation property. Let Q be a very c-essential extension of P and let -o be the map defined in the proof of 2.2 (it makes sense to define i¡ because (G, Q) has the local representation property, according to 2.4, and is therefore normal valued). In this situation the restriction of r¡ to y(Q) is onto y(P). For if C e £f(P), pick a P-special element u e C\C; u is g-special and its g-value D is contained in C. By the definition of 17 it is obvious that C= Dr¡ ; of course D e ¿f(Q). Next, if M e ¿f(Q), there is an element x whose only ß-value is M ; we may assume xeP since ß is very essential over P (see also Corollary 1.3.1 in [7] ). Write x=\/PXi as a join of P-disjoint, P-special elements. M is P-closed which implies that M is the P-value of some x¡. Again using the definition of r¡ we obtain x, e (M-n)~\M-q, proving M-n e ^(P).
The arguments above prove the following theorem :
2.7 Theorem. Let (G, P) be an l-group satisfying the local representation property; if Q is a very c-essential extension of P, the map r¡: ¿?(Q)-+ Sf(P), defined by C = Dt] if and only if C is the P-value of g containing D whenever D is a Q-value of g, is a 1-1 map onto £f(P) such that -q'1 preserves order. If C=Dr¡ then C/C is o-isomorphic to D/D. Finally, C=Dr¡ if and only if D is the Q-value of x, whenever x is an element whose only P-value is C. 2.7.1 Corollary.
Let (G, P) be a finite valued l-group, and Q be a very essential extension of P. The map r¡: 9t(Q) ->-9l(P) defined as in 2.7 is a 1-1 map onto 9i(P) such that 7)'1 preserves order. If C=D-q then C/C and D/D are isomorphic as o-groups.
Note. This corollary was proved in [7] for very essential extensions of certain finite valued abelian p.o. groups.
To close this section let us show that any abelian /-group having an /-ideal which is not closed has an essential extension to a total order which is not c-essential. So suppose (G, P) is an abelian /-group and K is an /-ideal that is not closed. Let PK be the cone induced in G/K by P. Take Q' to be an essential extension of 7C n P in K, and Q" an essential extension of PK in G/K. We may choose both of these to be total orders in view of Theorem 1.5 in [7] . Define ß on G as follows : Let x be ß-positive if xe Q' or else x £ K and K+xe Q". It is clear that ß is a total order on G ; in fact (G, Q) is a lexicographic extension of (K, Q') by (G/K, Q"). Thus if x e Q\K and yeK then x >y (rel. Q). This implies that K is a ß-closed convex subgroup. For if {xa: ae A}sKn Q and x=l.u.b. {xa} exists, then xeK. Otherwise, let 0<ye7i" (note: since K is not P-closed, TiVO). Then x>y>0 (rel. Q), and x-y $ K. But then x>x-y>xa, for each a, contradicting the definition of x. ß clearly extends P, and if g e Q with g e K, then g~gp (rel. ß'), and hence relative to Q, since Q' is essential over Kc\ P. If g e Tí" then gp~ $ K; otherwise gf is also in K, because g?>g? (rel. Q). Thus K+g~K+gp-=(K+g)¿ (rel. Q"), proving g~gp (rel. Q) and hence ß is essential over P. But by the previous paragraph ß is not c-essential over P.
Remark. In the above discussion K will be ß-regular if it is P-regular. It is shown in [4, Theorem 3.1] that a convex /-subgroup is regular if and only if it is meet irreducible in the lattice 'tf'(P). (If L is a lattice then aeLis meet irreducible if /\ {bi : iel} = a implies that some bt = a.) Using this fact about regular subgroups one easily shows that if K is P-regular it is also ß-regular.
Notice that this fact does not depend upon the order ß constructed in the preceding discussion or upon commutativity of G for that matter. In fact, if (G, P) is any /-group and g is an essential extension of P, then if ATis aP-regular subgroup of (G, P) which happens to be in ^(g), we can conclude that A-is g-regular as well.
3. Maximality of orders relative to c-essential extensions. In this section we investigate the question of maximality of /-cones with respect to certain essential extensions. Before going on with the discussion we record the following lemma:
3.1 Lemma. Let (G, P) be an l-group with the local representation property. If g is a c-essential extension of P having the property that aAPb = 0 implies aAQb = 0, for any two P-special elements a and b, then P=Q.
Proof. Let aeP, and write a= \/P a, as a join of pairwise P-disjoint, P-special elements. As in the proof of 2.5 one shows a= Ve #,-Now let x e g and consider xP and xP . If xP ± 0 then, writing both elements as joins in P of pairwise P-disjoint, P-special components, say xP=\/PCi and xP = Vp da, we can conclude that each c, is P-disjoint from each da. But then c, Aoda=0, for each i and each a by our assumption; this clearly implies, from the remark in the previous paragraph, that xP AQxP =0, which is absurd. We must therefore conclude that xP =0 and g=P.
In the ensuing discussion (G, P) will be a laterally complete /-group with the local representation property, and in addition we will assume (G, P) satisfies the following: for any two disjoint, special elements a and b there is an x e G such that ax= -x+a+x and b are comparable. For any such x and n= 1, 2,..., aAanx=0 or a=anx. The condition just described will be called property (S) .
Let us give an example of a class of /-groups satisfying all of the above requirements. For any two o-groups H and K, let (G, P) be the unrestricted wreath product of H with K, denoted by 22wrK. In other words, G=Hx¡7{Kh : heH} where each Kh=K; the operation on G is defined by which is disjoint from a but comparable to b. It is easy to check that a A a"* = 0 for all n = 1, 2,... ; it follows therefore that H wr K has property (S) . Another example of an /-group with these properties is the following: let (G, P) = ZxZxZ where P={ia, b,c) : c>0 in Z, or c=0 and a, b^0} and the addition is defined by (a, b, c)+(x, y, z) = {a+x, b+y, c+z) if z is even, = ib + x, a+y, c+z) if z is odd, for all a, b, c, x, y, z e Z. It is immediate that (G, P) is laterally complete and has the local representation property. Two elements g and « are disjoint if and only if g=(a, 0, 0) and « = (0, b, 0) or vice versa, for some positive integers a and b. Let t=(0, 0, 1); then gt = (0, a, 0), so g is disjoint from g{ and « is comparable to gl. Further gt=g3t=g5t= ■ ■ ■ and g2i=gil= ■ ■ ■ =g and once again (G,P) has property (S) . Once more let (G, P) be a laterally complete /-group with the local representation property and also property (S) . We will show P has no proper very c-essential extensions. Suppose by way of contradiction that ß is a proper very c-essential extension of P; by Lemma 3.1 there exist P-disjoint, P-special elements a and b which are no longer ß-disjoint. But then by Theorem 1.4 in [7] we may assume a«b (rel. Q).
Case I. There exists an xeG such that b¿ax (rel. P); then a«ax (rel. Q) and hence
But a is then P-disjoint to all the anx and consequently the anx are pairwise P-disjoint. Therefore, since (G,P) is laterally complete g=avPaxvPa2x\/p-■ ■ exists; (G, Q) is certainly completely distributive, and so there is a plenary set consisting of regular subgroups which are ß-closed. Let M be a ß-closed ß-value of g; M is also P-closed, and this implies some amx $ M. Q is very essential over P and thus all the remaining anx must be in Af. However, a(m+1)x»amx, and hence aim+1)x $ M, a contradiction.
Case II. There is an x e G such that b > ax (rel. P). By definition, replacing x by -x, we get that b APbn(~x) = 0 or b = bn(~x) for each positive integer «; this is equivalent to saying that, for each positive integer «, b APbnx=0 or b=bnx. But b AQbx>0 (rel. ß), since b>ax and bx»ax (rel. Q); once again by Theorem 1.4 in [7] we have b»bx or bx»b (rel. Q). Let us suppose the latter holds; we then have the long sequence b«bx «■■■« bnx «■■■ (rel. Q).
Therefore bAPbnx = 0 for all « = 1,2,..., and it follows the bnx are pairwise P-disjoint. We conclude then that h = bvPbx sjPb2x vP ■ ■ ■ exists, and as in Case I this leads to a contradiction. An identical argument can be given if b»bx (rel. Q).
The assumption that ß is a proper very c-essential extension of P must be false ; that is, P=Q. Summarizing then 3.2 Theorem. Let (G, P) be a laterally complete l-group satisfying property (S) and the local representation property. Then P has no proper very c-essential extensions.
If 77 and K are o-groups then the cone of 77 wr K has no proper very c-essential extensions.
Let (G, P) be an l-group with a finite basis which also satisfies property (S) . Then P has no proper very essential extensions.
proper very essential extensions. Of course, the other assumptions in these theorems were used rather crucially, but it might be possible to refine the proofs in order to show property (S) is a sufficient condition for the nonadmittance of proper very essential extensions. It is far more likely, however, that the definition of property (S) needs to be extended in such a way as to be applicable in more general situations. Consider for example the following "definition" of property (S) : for any two incomparable regular subgroups C and D there is an element g e G such that -g + C+gsD or vice versa. Moreover, for any such g and each « = 1, 2,..., C is either incomparable, or equal to -ng + C + ng.
In any case, it seems that the existence of very essential extensions is strongly dependent on the amount of "orthogonal translation" by conjugation.
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